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Solar powered yacht – sails and
moors for off-grid escape
Posted on August 19, 2020 by Karin Kloosterman in Green Tech and
Gadgets, Technology, Transportation
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What everyone is reading

A movable home that can plunge its support deep into the water
against hurricanes, or be brought on land to live o -grid.
I grew up as a Dutch girl in Canada. Among part of our family’s
storytelling and legends was the tale about the Dutch boy who
plugged a dyke with his thumb to save his town, the country, the
world? from an encroaching sea. The atlands people of Holland or
The Netherlands as you might call them are at home with the idea of

Regenerative agriculture
the solution, says Woody
Harrelson

climate adverse consequences.
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Environmental psychologist
creates ready-to-wear
“jump” fashion from hemp
The houseboat reimagined
The national psyche is built on man against nature or man with
nature, and for that the Dutch people have been reasonably doing
unreasonable things against climate change and for helping the
environment. See our article on the extraordinary city of Rotterdam,
the home to one of resident writers, or Boyan Slat, who boldly plans
to clean up the seas with his plastic-corralling invention.
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Whatever oats your boat. Call it a yacht, a barge, a houseboat, but
it’s not a tiny home.
Catholics in Virginia nance
While Americans might rather escape to Mars with Elon Musk, the

solar energy for churches

Dutch are battening down the hatches and are o ering more

and schools

reasonable approaches to dealing with Mother Nature, or an angry
Mother Nature. Consider the Dutch rm who has designed a solar
powered yacht that can lower stilts for a more permanent mooring.
Like the modern trailer also known as the #tinyhome or #vanlife, this
yacht appeals to a certain eco personality that might also want to
settle like the barge dwellers in Amsterdam. It is not your father’s
houseboat.
Ancient Buried Treasure
Unearthed In Israel

Full speed ahead
The solar powered boat is created by the Dutch architecture studio
Waterstudio.NL for the yacht maker Arku in Miami, with an option of

How Virtual Jobs Are
Helping the Environment
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Weather and future proof, rain harvesting too
These livable yachts feature zero emission and silent electric
propulsion which provide mobility and maneuverability. An
automated hydraulic lift system, allowing the vessel to put down a
stable foundation in up to 20 feet of water, ensures stability and
hurricane resilience.

These popular hummus
brands worst for cancercausing Roundup

Sail away with me. Or anchor for the night?
The livable yacht has four bedrooms in 2,600-square-feet of indoor

Beloved climate change

space, with 4,350-square-feet in total, including its terraces and

scientist Konrad “Koni”

balconies. To achieve its sustainability objectives, the Arkup design is

Ste en loses life falling

100 percent solar-powered and has systems for harvesting and

through melting glacier

purifying rainwater, for complete independence.
With Covid and potentially other climate change disasters facing us,
let’s start saving? The other option might be our collective thumbs in
the dyke.
Facebook Comments



it becoming an o -grid home.
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Interior designed to be as fancy as this concept houseboat
The rst one is for sale at a cool price of $5,500,000.

All Time Favorites

Regenerative agriculture
the solution, says Woody
Harrelson
Cannabis tested in Israeli
Have the captains drooling. This does not look like a houseboat.
Transforms into stilted urban getaway at the port.

hospital to ght corona
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Review of ‘Garbage
Warrior’
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